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Bamboo and Plum Blossoms
̻ޅˮ˟ᓽ!COMMENTARY BY VENERABLE MASTER HUA
ၠᐁҊĭයᚐགĮȇвݠ˞ḛ̜̰̑
EXCERPT FROM THE COMMENTARY ON THE FLOWER ADORMENT SUTRA
TEN GROUNDS CHAPTER, SECTION SIX
ڌс!ࡺᛋ!TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY WINNIE TIU

˿ئćຍۯᏥ֜֜ᎅΔࠩࠐڔᆄ۵ৄ܂Աԫ
ଡኄΔڔࠩஃ׀ԫଡࠊृΔߨࠩᐓࢪல
ᢰΔڶԫལᖫऱ౻چՂΖڔࠩஃ׀ஞထ
ᔰᙰΔ߷ڇᢰጟێΔஃ׀ᎅΚψݺڇຍ
ᢰጟԫۍལێΜωᅝழڔუΚψ࡛ࢡΜஃ
׀ڇຍᢰጟێΛω৵ࠐڶԳԾڇ؆
ԫଡֱچΔࠎ塄նۍལමक़ΖᏥ֜֜ᎅڔ
ޢԫ܂ڻኄΔຟॺൄᨋ᧭ऱΔࢬڔኄऱຟਢ
ԫጟቃტΖࢬڔאᤚᆄ۵ৄڇஃ׀ऱᏆᖄ
ՀΔലࠐԫࡳ౨ജՕՕऱנԳթΖ
ˮ˟ćኄΔڶऱழଢਢటऱΔڶऱழଢਢ
ऱΙڶऱழଢਢऱΔڶऱழଢਢ२ऱΖչ
ᏖటऱΛڂ܃լؚຍጟڐუΔડྥၴڶຍ
ଡኄΔຍଡኄᝫ堚堚ᄑᄑऱΖຍଡኄڶऱழ
ଢਢ۵قΔڇ܃ኄխࣔػΙڶऱழଢਢ
ဆ៳قΔڇ܃ኄխࢬڶᙌஔΙڶऱழଢ
ਢᜢፊᒴᤚࠐ܃္ܫΔലࠐऱቼΙڶऱழ
ଢԾਢᥨऄ壀܂܃ଡኄΔᎅਢലࠐ৻Ꮦ
ᑌΙຍຟਢڶऱΔຍຟਢటऱΖ
չᏖਢऱࡋΛؚ֚ػչᏖڐუΔඡՂ
༉܂չᏖኄΖ֚ػߠߊ֖ࣛԱΔຍଡߊࣛ
֖ඡၴ༉ࠐԱΙࠩߠ֚ػԫଡՖ֖ࣛΔඡՂ
༉ኄߠຍଡՖ֖ࣛԱΔຍຟਢڂ֨܃ৰψ
ᇨωऱΔ࢚ఃڇఃΕழࠥլݱऱΔࢬא༉ګ
ԱԫଡኄΖຍଡኄ༉ਢ܃္ܫΔԳڕسኄΔ
܃լᓵ৻Ꮦᑌऱړऱߊ֖ࣛΕړऱՖ֖ࣛΔ
ຟਢ܂ڇኄࡋΜ
ڶऱழଢ܂ኄΔ༓Լאڣ৵࿇سऱࠃൣ
ຟኄߠԱΖړቝݺڇ܃ଚᝑᆖᎅऄΔݺ
ڇ՛ऱழଢΔݺ༉܂መຍଡኄΙݺኄߠ

Layperson: Mrs. Lau said that when she arrived in the City of Ten
Thousand Buddhas, she had a dream: She saw Shifu [the Master] lead
an attendant and walk towards the side of the kitchen to a lawn that
had a peach tree. Then she saw Shifu take a hoe and start planting
bamboo. Shifu said: “I want to plant 100 bamboo trees here!” At that
time she was thinking: “Strange! Shifu wants to plant bamboo in this
area?” Later on a person wanted to make an offering of 500 plum trees
in another location. Mrs. Lau said every time she had a dream, it turned
out to be very efficacious. Her dream was like a kind of premonition.
Therefore, she thinks that the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas, under
Shifu’s leadership, will have great accomplishment in producing many
talented people in the future.
Venerable Master: Dreams are sometimes true, sometimes false,
sometimes distant, sometimes near. When is a dream true? If you are not
having any random thoughts and suddenly you have this dream where
everything seems very clear and lucid, it could be true. Sometimes it is
the Buddha manifesting in a dream to make you understand something;
sometimes it is a Bodhisattva manifesting to cause you to have an
awakening in your dream; sometimes it is a Sound Hearer who comes
to tell you future situations; sometimes it is the Dharma-protecting
wholesome spirit who gives you this dream to tell you what’s going to
happen in the future. All these are true.
What kind of dream is false? It’s the kind of dream based on whatever
false thought you strike up during the day. If you saw your boyfriend in
the daytime, he might show up at night; if you saw your girlfriend in
the daytime, you may dream of her at night. These are all due to your
heart’s sincerity. If you think about something at all times and never let
go for even a second, it could become a dream. This dream is to tell you
that life is like a dream. No matter how fine your boyfriend or girlfriend
is, you are still just dreaming!
Sometimes in a dream, you may see things that will occur several
decades later. For example, I am now lecturing the sutra and speaking
the Dharma to all of you, but when I was a child, I already dreamed
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۞աڇᝑᆖᎅऄΔᦫऱԳլव֟ڍΖݺ
ڇԫΔຍຟࠐנԱΙ༉ਢຍᏖࠃڃΔ
ػڶԳΕڶ႕ԳΕߊڶԳΕڶՖԳΔ۔ڶ
ԳΕԾڣॹڶԳΔՕᠧᛢڇԫದΖڇݺৰ
՛ऱழଢΔ༉܂መຍଡኄΖᝫڇݺڶᆌ
ሐՂߨΔ৵ᢰᇿထݺլव֟ڍڶԳΔຟਢ
ൕ߷යሁߨװנऱΖຍຟݺڇ՛ऱழଢ܂
ऱኄΔ߷ழଢ༉܂ڇऱኄΖ؆Δڶ२
ऱኄΔվ֚܂ኄΔ֚ࣔࢨृ༉ࠐנΖࢬ
אኄڶጟጟլٵऱΔՈਢՏ᧢ᆄ֏ऱΖ

ਊᅃ܃վ֚ᎅऱຍଡኄΔ܃ᎅݺጟ
ێΔጟێՈਢৰנԺऱΙৰشԺ
ܕچނၲΔێނୖՀװΔ،թ౨נس
ࠐΖຍՈ༉ਢᎅΔݺଚڇၲࡨਢৰլ୲
࣐ऱΖչᏖጟԫۍལΛຍԫۍལΔլ
ਢԫۍଡՕᐚቖΙᆄ۵ৄڶԫ
ۍଡՕᐚቖΔ߷༉լᆄ۵ৄԱΔ߷ਢ
ۍ۵ৄΖࠡኔψۍωਢᆄऱၲࡨΔ߷Ꮦ
չᏖլᎅԫଡࡋΛطԫۖԼΕطԼۖۍΕ
ۖۍطՏΕطՏۖᆄΛᎅԫଡΔ܃༉ᄎ
אਢڶԫଡΙࢬאൕԫۍၲࡨΔۖۍ
ՏΕՏۖᆄΔຍਢྤᒡྤጐऱΖ
ຍնۍལමक़Δමक़ਢլࢢܐऱΔ
ຍ।ݺقଚᆄ۵ৄऱᥨऄΔමक़ਢ᥆࣍ᥨ
ऄΖ܀ਢՈլ༉նۍΔնۍլመՈ༉ਢ
ԫଡᑇؾऱದᙰΙຍਢᎅڶնۍଡԳΔ
թ౨ނᆄ۵ৄ٣৬ທದࠐΖࢬ܃אଚބ
նۍԳࠐᆄ۵ৄΔ֟ԫଡՈլ۩ऱΖᓴ܂
ຍଡኄΔᓴຂٚऱΙ܃ၒլԱऱΔᓴ
܂܃ຍଡኄࠐထΛࠃڶ܃ൣࠃބൣ
იΔ܃༉იԫიΖຍଡնۍལමक़ऱრ
৸Δ٣ބնۍଡԳ܂ᥨऄΔא৵༉ն
ՏΕնᆄΔ߷ྤᒡྤጐຟਢΖݺଚᆄ۵ৄ
ຍࠝΔᏁګᆄ۵Ι܃ଚࠐ܂ᆄ۵ऱᥨ
ऄΔ܃ᎅຍڍ٠ዊΜՂΔ٦Ոڶຍ
Ꮦ٠ዊऱࠃൣԱΜ܂܃ຍଡኄΔլ৵
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this would happen. I dreamed that I was lecturing the sutra and speaking
Dharma to an uncountable number of people. Now I can see that the
dream has come true. As a matter of fact, there were white people, black
people, men, women, elders, and youth—all gathered in the same place.
When I was very young, I already had this dream. Moreover, I dreamed
that I was walking on a path gutted with holes, with countless people
following behind me. We all walked on the same path. Those were
my dreams when I was still young. At that time I dreamed of what is
happening today. There are also more recent or near-term dreams; if today
you have a dream, then perhaps tomorrow it will manifest. Therefore,
there are various kinds of dreams, and they are also myriad changes and
transformations.
Based on the dream you mentioned today, you said I was planting
bamboo. Planting bamboo takes a lot of hard labor. One has to use great
effort to plough open the ground and bury the bamboo before it can start
growing. This is saying that it is not easy at the beginning. Why plant one
hundred? This one hundred does not refer only to one hundred virtuous
and eminent Sanghans. If the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas only has one
hundred virtuous and eminent Sanghans, then it should not be called the
City of Ten Thousand Buddhas. It should be called the City of a Hundred
Buddhas. In fact, one hundred is the start of ten thousand. Then why
didn’t we say one only? From one to ten, from ten to a hundred, from
hundred to thousand, from thousand to ten thousand? If we say one, you
will think that there is only one person. Hence, we begin by a hundred.
From hundred to a thousand, from thousand to ten thousand, this is
limitless and boundless.
These 500 plum blossoms have no fear of chilly weather. They
symbolize the Dharma protectors of the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas.
The plum blossom denotes the Dharma protector. It doesn’t refer to only
500 in number. Five hundred is just the number we start with. That is to
say, 500 people are required before the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas
can be established. Hence all of you have to find 500 people to come to
the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas. It won’t work if there is one less!
Whoever had this dream will be responsible for seeing this happen. You
can’t run away. Who told you to have this dream? Having nothing to
do, you find something to do; now you have to do it. The meaning of
these 500 plum blossoms is: first, we find 500 people to be Dharma
protectors, and then five thousand, fifty thousand, and finally an infinite
number. Here in the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas, we need to realize
ten thousand Buddhas. You have all come as Dharma protectors of ten
thousand Buddhas. How honorable! In this world, there is nothing more
honorable than this! You have
this dream. Don’t regret it; don’t
be afraid! You don’t want to say:
“I had such a dream; what am I to
do?” Since you have this dream,
of course the state will manifest.
I am telling you in advance now.
You need not be afraid. Don’t
worry. When the time comes, it’s
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ΕլࢢΜ܃լᎅΚψ܂ݺຍᏖଡኄΔ
৻ᏖᙄࡋΛω܂܃ຍᏖଡኄΔᅝྥ༉ڶຍ
ଡቼᄎࠐנΔຍਢቃ٣܃္ܫΖլ
୭ࢢΔլᐡღΔࠩழଢψ߫ࠩ՞ছڶؘ
ሁΖω
܃္ܫݺڇଚΔᆄ۵ৄ༉ਢࢬڶԳ
ऱפᐚضΙᓴუפᐚΔࠩᆄ۵ৄຍࠝࠐ
Ζᆄ۵ৄՈਢݺଚޢଡԳऱԫჇॅऱል
ΔᓴᣋრࠐౙጟΔຟࠐאױౙጟΖᆄ۵
ৄਢࢬڶԳऱᣪ៲Δᓴუࠩຍࠝࠐ࿇ൺ܃
ऱᣪ៲Δຟࠐאױ࿇ൺΔࢬאᆄ۵ৄਢ
ࢬڶԳቃໂऱΖუጟऱԳΔࠩᆄ۵
ৄࠐΜუګ༉ݦࢬ܃ඨऱΔࠩᆄ۵ৄࠐΜ
ᆄ۵ৄਢᆄڶऱᣪΔչᏖຟڶΙլመڶ
壂ऱԳΔթ౨ࠩຍଡࠐֱچຍጟפᐚΖ
Օ୮ᚨᇠवሐΔᆄ۵ৄਢᆄ۵ऱԫଡנ
چسΔྤڶၦऱဆ៳ຟࠩຍࠝࠐᥨऄΖڇ
ᆄ۵ৄΔᝑԫၴऱᇩΔଅՈࠐݶԱΔॸ
ՈࠩݶԱΔֽՈࠐݶԱΔຍࠝऱଅֽຟࠠߩ
ԱΖլመΔຍଡଅֽਢৰܑऱΔ৻Ꮦܑ
ࡋΛڶऱᄎଅֽऱΔהլߠΙڶऱլᄎ
ଅֽऱΔהԾߠԱΔ༉ຍᏖ࡛ࢡΖࢬא
ࣔࠐ܃ڣᆄ۵ৄΔࡉվڣ༉լٵΙ৵܃ڣ
ࠐΔࡉࣔڣԾլٵԱΔԫڣԫڣऱၞ֏Ε
ԫڣԫڣऱ࿇୶Δࢬאԫࡳᄎᙟ֨ڕრΖᓴ
ࠩຍࠝࠐΔຟᙟ֨ڕრΔ܃ଚړլړΛ
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like the saying: “When a car reaches a mountain, it will find a road.”
Now I tell all of you, the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas is the field
of merit and virtue for all humankind. Whoever wants to establish merit
and virtue should come to do it in the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas.
The City of Ten Thousand Buddhas is a fertile farmland for every one of
us. Whoever wants to come and plough the fields can come. The City of
Ten Thousand Buddhas is a treasure trove for all humankind. Whoever
wants to discover your treasure in here can discover it. Therefore, the
City of Ten Thousand Buddhas is established for all people in the world.
Whoever wants to plant wholesome roots, come to the City of Ten
Thousand Buddhas! Whoever wants to realize your hope, come to the
City of Ten Thousand Buddhas! The City of Ten Thousand Buddhas
is a treasure trove with myriad treasures and everything. However, only
those with blessings are able to come to this place to establish merit and
virtues.
All of you should know, the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas is the
birthplace for ten thousand Buddhas. Countless Bodhisattvas have come
to protect the Dharma here. At present in the City of Ten Thousand
Buddhas, speaking in mundane terms: the wind will come quickly; the
rain will come quickly; the water will come quickly. The geomancy in
this place is complete. However, the geomancy is very special, so special
that some geomancers can’t see it, while others who can’t divine the
geomancy can nevertheless see it. That’s how strange it is. Therefore,
next year if you come to the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas, it will
be different from this year. The following year if you come to look at
it, it will be different from the previous year. There is evolution every
year; there is development every year. Hence, it will definitely be as one
desires. Whoever comes to this place will achieve his heart’s desire. Isn’t
that great?

༓҄༲ݓษଓЖࣽඕᖂԈఞҺ
The Transmission of the Lay Bodhisattva Precepts at the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas
Date͞ആć6/28/09 (Sun)---7/3/09 (Fri) Training period for preceptees
7/3/09 (Fri) Transmission of the Lay Bodhisattva Precepts
!
!!!!ԥആጮ௪ଁ˞˻˜я̰͠˞ȇˢ͞ĝߏആ͞Ğҋ˚͠˫͞ĝߏആ̢Ğă
!
!!!!ϑରгचᖟԥ˻˞ٹ˜я˚͠˫͞ĝߏആ̢Ğă
Application Deadline ಠШ͞ആć!
April 8, 2009 is the deadline for the applications. Apply early because space is limited.
If space is full, no more applicants will be accepted.
!
!!!!Ӈ͞ҋ̲̭˞˻˜яΰ͠ˢͣ͞āШᗜѢࢧāኚ̓ќಠШāᗜ႔ࠍͣāऻ̘ଣץă
Ŏˬྵ༰ҡཏݰгचᖟԥಠШܐPDFᑪყӫćhttp://drbachinese.org/branch/CTTB/menu4_1.htm
ŎDownload Application Forms: http://www.cttbusa.org/laybodhisattvaprecepts/bodhisattvaprecepts.asp
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